Wiring:

Common Troubleshooting

Don’t stress over wiring the connector.

Intermittent launch or random launches
after arming
Possible microphone problem. Unplug the
microphone and launch a target using the
manual release button.
If that works, order a new microphone.

Contact the club manager or electrician to see if
they know the orientation of the wires.
Or contact a club member with an Autopuller to
see how they have wired their connector.
Your club electrician may have used different
color wires. That will not affect the connector
wiring.
On the Skeet/Sporting Clays field you can
also try putting a wire on each terminal of the
connector.
Then launch a high, low and double.
Right targets? You are finished wiring.
Wrong targets? You need to flip two wires in
the connector that you just installed:
Here is a quick chart to let you know which
wires.
High launches Low and vice versa: Black and
White
High and Doubles but no Low: Green and
Black
Low and Doubles but no High: Green and
White
On the Trap Field.
Put the green wire on one terminal, the black
and white together on the other terminal. (Be
sure to use the same two terminals that the
club uses.)

READ THIS FIRST

You can launch singles, but the doubles stop
working. - Replace the battery.
False launches on a windy day
Open the battery compartment on the
controller and place both switches in the up
position. This reduces the sensitivity of the
microphone.

Autopuller
Quick Reference Guide

Suddenly you can’t launch one of the targets
Check that one of the wires didn’t come
loose in the connector that you installed.

Before you Begin:

The Receiver doesn’t respond to the
controller.
See the manual for synchronizing the
controller to the receiver.

Play with the system at home before you go
to the club (It doesn’t need to be plugged in
to the field.)

Connect the batteries (They are in the
compartment, but they are not plugged in.)

Helpful Tips
Changing the battery - use the battery
cover as an aid to pry the battery snap
loose.
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Autopuller Controller -

the one with the belt clip

*features vary by model

Arming Buttons

Top Small Button

Push here to select a target.
Push both buttons for a double

Press for instant launch
instead of using the mic
you still need to press a
big button to select the
target

Indicator Lights
Blinking - shows which
mode is active - Color light
matches the mode in the
circle, Alternating means
both modes in that circle are
active
Solid - shows target selected

How do I arm the Microphone?

How do I make the delay shorter?

Press a top arming button (labeled underneath on
the front label). The light will go from flashing to
solid.

Turn off all the modes except the one that you
want to adjust. Press and hold the manual button
until the red ‘Batt’ light turns on. Press and HOLD
the low arming button to decrease the delay.
Turn the controller off with the thumb wheel to
complete this adjustment.

How do I get a double?
Mic/Battery Light
Green - voice detected
Red blinking - low battery

For doubles press both buttons before you
call. It doesn’t have to be exactly at the same
time.

Mode selection Buttons
Press circles to turn on or off
the mode.
Indicator lights show which
mode in standby.

Autopuller Receiver -

Thumbwheel
Power on/off
Adjusts Mic sensitivity

How do I turn on a mode?

the one with the antenna

*features vary by model

Press the red circle with the letters of the mode
that you want. If the light starts blinking over
the circle, then it is on. (On higher models you
will need to match the color of the light to the
color of the ink for the mode:green ink and
green light, red ink and red light. Keep
pressing the button until you get the color you
want. If you want both, the lights will alternate
red and green)

How do I make the delay longer?
Turn off all the modes except the one that you
want to adjust. Press and hold the manual button
until the red ‘Batt’ light turns on. Press and HOLD
the high arming button to increase the delay.
Turn the controller off with the thumb wheel to
complete this adjustment.
(Tip: If you want to use another mode with no
delay, just turn off the delay when you turn on
the other mode.)

How do I turn off a mode?
Press the red circle with the letters of the mode
that you want to turn off. If the light stops
blinking, then it is off.
Power/Data Light
Green slow blink - power on
Green fast blink - low battery
Red - receiving signal from
controller

Power Button
Press to turn off or on.
See 3 quick blinks and hear a
click - receiver is turned off.

Target Launch Light
Green - low/right/target
Red - high/left
Orange - double

What modes do I have?
The letters in the red circles, will tell you what
modes you have.
VD= Voice Delay
AD= American Delay
H/L= High/Low combo
ID= International Delay
RA= Rearm
RP= Following Pair
FP= Following Pair
PC= Pull Cord

